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Observations on Pulci's Reworking of the
Anonymous Orlando
by

Madison U. Sowell
Brigham Young University

As a preface to the observations which follow on Luigi Pulci's treatment
of the anonymous Orlando in the composition of his chief work, IL Morgante, it should be noted that in the past four decades several scholars in
Italy have published significant books on Pulci's chivalric poem.' Giovanni
Getto published the first edition of his renowned Studio sul "Morgante"
in 1944; 2 Gaetano Mariani produced his long comparative essay on ll
Morgante e i cantari trecenteschi in 1953; 3 Domenico De Robertis had his
lengthy tome, Storia del Morgante, printed in 1958;4 in 1967, the year of
the second edition of Getto's study, Angelo Gianni gave us his interpretation of the Morgante's two moments of composition in Pulci uno e due;•
five years later Salvatore igro authored an overview of Pulci e la cultura
'Portions of this paper were presented in " otes on the First Ca11tare of Pulci's Morgante
and the First Two Cantos of the Anonymous Orlando, ·· read on ovember 1, 1979, at the
Annual Convention of the South Atlantic Modern Language Association in Atlanta, Georgia,
and in " Pulci's Treatment of the Anonymous Orlando, " read on May 8, 1981, at the Six•
teenth International Congress on Medieval Studies, sponsored by the Medieval Institute,
Western Michigan University, Kalamazoo, Michigan.
' Giovanni Getto, Studio su/ "Morgante" (Milano: Marzorati, 1944). The second edition, with
a brief foreword containing updated bibliographical information, appeared more than two
decades later: Firenze: Olschki, I 967.
'Caetano Mariani, II Morgante e i contarl trecenteschi (Firenze: Le Monnier, 1953). The
author states his purpose as follows: "mi propongo di individuare i rapporti de! Morgante con
la tradizione canterina e chiarire quindi ii momento basilare deUa formazione d el poema che
nasce dal mondo dei cantari. . . . lnfatti tutto cio che e ra nei cantari torna nel Pulci: ii
paesaggio stereotipato, ii disegno della bellezza femminile, certi paragoni, l'iperbolizzazione,
certi modi stilistici, alcuni motivi esterni ma indicativi : de! casteUo 6abesco, de! sepolcro; ii
gusto de) proverbio, della sentenza a fondo moraleggiante. La stessa manie ra di veder la vita,
gli uomini, i valori dell'esistenza, accomuna i cantastorie e ii Pulci, anche se naturalmente
nel Morgante tutto quel mondo e rivissuto da uno Spirito geniale" (pp. 2-5).
'Domenico De Robertis, Storla de/ Morgante (Firenze: Le Monnier, 1958). De Robertis
describes his study as " una ricerca ... sullo studio dei rapporti fra l"Orlando e ii Morgante " (p. 25).
'Angelo Gianni, Pulci uno e due (Firenze: La uova Italia, 1967). Gianni explains the title
and direction of his book in his opening remarks: "Un altro punto fe rmo stato acquisito nel
corso degLi ultimi decenni, vogliamo dire l'accettazione quasi indiscussa de! poema come un
prima ed un dopo, un poema numero uno dal I al XXIII cantare, ed un poema numero due
dal XXIV al XXVUI. Che gli ultimi cinque canti appartenessero ad un secondo momento,
ad un aecrescimento dell'opera, s'era sempre saputo ... ma non s'era ben maturata la coscienza di cio che l'accrescimento comportava in sede poetica, cioe la differenza dell'ispirazione, de! tono" (pp. 2-3).
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medicea;• and, most recently, Paolo Orvieto, in 1978, published his very
detailed and comprehensive Pulci medievale. 1
ln vivid contrast, book-length studies written in English and dedicated
to an analysis of the Morgante are not only rare but also antiquated. To
prove this point, we need only refer to the recently published Dictionary
of Italian Literature.• A work which caters primarily to an English-sp aking audience, the Dictionary nevertheless lists only two book titles in
English in its Pulci bibliography: Leigh Hunt's Stories from the Italian
Poets, printed in 1846, and John Owen's The Skeptics of the Italian
Renaissance, 6rst published in 1893. either of these volumes, however,
focuses solely on Pulci, and neither provides a truly critical analysis of any
aspect of the Morgante. The former merely outlines the poet's personality
traits-we learn, for instance, that Pulci was "gay," in the nineteenthcentury sense of the word." Hunt then presents the major events in the
author's life and recounts the exploits of the paladin Orlando, as found in
the Morgante. Owen, in a similar vein, refers repeatedly to Hunt and
summarizes, in his brief thirteen-page section devoted to Pulci, more or
less the same stories. Finally he concludes, poetically and somewhat
pompously, that the Medicean poet's "true character can indeed only be
arrived at by placing the Bowers of his wit, the aromatic and bitter herbs
of his jest and satire, in the alembic of critical and scrutinizing research. " 10
What is lacking, alas, in both Owen and Hunt is just that: the "critical and
scrutinizing research." But one scholarly book in English on Pulci does
exist: Lewis Einstein's Luigi Pulci and the Morgante Maggiore, published
in 1902 and reprinted by Kraus in 1977.11 That Kraus would reissue a book
that precedes and does not take into account Attilio Momigliano's fundamental study, L 'indole e ii riso di Luigi Pulci (1907), 12 constitutes further
evidence of the relative dearth of book-length English criticism on the
•Salvatore S. igro, Pulci e la cultura medicea (Bari: Latena, 1972). This monograph of fewer
than a hundred pages is part of the Letteratura ltaliana Laterza series on 11 Quattrocento.
'Paolo Orvieto, Pulci medieuole (Roma: Salerno, 1978). For a favorable review of this book
by Edoardo Lebano, see Italica 51 (1980): 290-92.
'See Andrea di Tommaso, "Pulci, Luigi." Dictio11ary of llalia11 Literature. 1979 ed.
'Leigh Hunt, Stories from the Italian Poels (London: Chapman and Hall, 1846), I, 283: Pulci
"was a true poet of the mixed order, grave as well as gay:·
••John Owen, The Skeptics of /he Italian Re11aissance, 3 ed. (London: Sonnenschein, 1908),
159.
"Lewis Einstein, Luigi Pulci 011d /he Morga11te Maggiore (Berlin: Emil Felber, 1902). Rpt.:
Nendeln: Kraus, 1977. The only other books in English which focus on Pulci at any length
seem lo be the follo,ving: John Raymond Shulters, Luigi Pulci and /he Animal Kingdom
(Baltimore: J. H. Furst, 1920), and Giacomo Grillo, Two Aspecls of Chiuolry: Pulci 011d
Boiardo (Boston: Excelsior Press, 1942). The 6rst is a revision of a 1918 University of Illinois
doctoral thesis, and the second a monographic tribute to chivalry. Perhaps a more useful
work, containing the 6rst canto of the anonymous Orio 11do and selected cantos of the
Morga nte, is J. 0 . M. and Mary A. Ford, The Roma11ces of Chicalry in /10/1011 Ver:re ( ew
York: Henry Hold, 1904).
"Attilio Mornigliano, L 'lndole e ii riso di Luigi Pu lei (Rocca San Casciano: Cappelli, 1907).
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Quattrocento figure who exerted such remarkable influence on English
Romantic poets, such as Lord Byron and Sir Walter Scott. While eminent
scholars such as E. H. Wilkins,13 Leo Spitzer, 1 • A. Bartlett Giamatti," and
Edoardo Lebano, 1 • have published articles in English on specialized areas
of Pulci's oeuvre, these articles total fewer than a dozen. In Italy, meanwhile, scores of essays and notes on Pulci have appeared since the close
of the second World War.1 7 It is not our purpose, however, to review the
history of Pulci criticism point by point. Rather, these observations are
made at the outset to stress the importance of every English article on
Pulci and to call for much lengthier and more detailed analyses of fl
Morgante in English-speaking countries.
As is widely known among scholars of Italian le tters, Pulci's Morgante
was first published in a complete edition of twenty-eight cantos, or cantari,
as the author preferred to label the major divisions of his poem, only in
1483. At that time the work was called the Morgante maggiore, meaning
the "greater Morgante" and not " Morgante the Great" as Hunt asserts, to
distinguish it from the earlier, partial editions of twenty-three cantari
printed in 1481 and 1482. The complete work is based on two major
sources. The last five cantos, composed in the early 1480's, derive their
inspiration from the Spag r,a in rima. But the first twenty-three cantos,
written more than a decade earlier, have a totally different model or
source. In cantare XIX, stanza 153, Pulci makes explicit reference to the
anonymous Orlar1do as the basis for the greater part of his epic:
Tanto e cb'io voglio andar pel solco ritto,
che in sul Cantor d 'Orlando non si truova
di questo fatto di Margutte scritto,
ed ecci aggiunto come cosa nuova:
ch'un certo libro si trovo in Egitto,
che questa storia di Margutte appruovo
e l'aiitor si chiama Alfamenonne,
che fece gli Statuli delle do1111e. 18
While the Statuti delle donne referred to in the last verse is an imaginary work by a non-existent author, the Cantar d 'Orlando is an extant,
"Ernest H. Wilkins, "On the Date of the Composition or the Morga11/e or Luigi Pulci,"
PMLA, 66 (1961), 244-50.

"Leo Spitzer, "Crai e Poscrai o Proscilla e Posquacchera Again," 1/alica, 21 (1944), 154-69.
"A. Bartlett Ciamatti, " Headlong Horses, Headless Horsemen: An Essay on the Chivalric
Epics of Pulci, Boiardo, and Ariosto," in llalia11 Literature Roots a11d Branches, ed. Ciose
Rimanelli and Kenneth J. Atchity ew Haven: Yale University Press, 1976), pp 265-307.
"Edoardo A, Lebano, "Luigi Pulci and Late Fifteenth-Century Humanism in Florence,"
Re11aissa,ice Quarterly, 27 (1974), 489-98.
"See, for example, the bibliography on Pulci in igro, op. cit., pp. ~9.
"Luigi Pulci, Morgante, ed. Franca Ageno {Milano: Ricciardi, 1955). All future quotations
from the Morgante will be from this edition.
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though incomplete, poem in ottava rima which Pio Rajna brought to
literary world's attention in 1869 in a series of articles in the Propugna
9
' Few scholars, however, took serious note of Rajna's discovery until
1886, when Johannes Htibscher published the Orlando in Volume 60
the romance philology journal Ausgaben und Abhandlungen. 20 Recen
it has been noted that even after 1886 most Italianists were hesitant
treat the Morgante as a rifacimento, or reworking, of an earlier text un
De Robertis's 1958 study "gave the Orlando the central position whi
it clearly deserved in any account of the Morgante. " 21 Upon examining
HUbscher, we 6.nd that he prefaces the Orlando text with a long and
useful introduction in German. He divides his remarks into.four sectiom
and an appendix. The first section, "Die Handschrift," not only contains
an exact description of the manuscript's preservation but also includes a
summary of the manuscript lacunae and problems of pagination; the
second, entitled "Vergleichung des Orlando mit dem Morgante," makes
a comparison of the two works, oftentimes concentrating on the differences in style and narrative; the third, "Verhaltniss des Morgante zum
Orlando," offers compelling textual evidence for the contention that Orlando is the unquestionable model for Pulci's poem; the fourth, "Die
Quellen des Orlando," discusses possible sources of the anonymous text,
including L 'En tree de Spagne, the prose version of Uggieri ii Danese, and
Storie di Rinaldo; the appendix lists images and similes found in the
Orlando which the reader may compare \vith those found in the Morgante. Hilbscher's edition, now almost a hundred years old and often
difficult to obtain, remains the sole printed version of Orlando available
to scholars.
Rajna, who gave the untitled manuscript the name of Orlando in honor
of the poem's chief protagonist, describes the fragmentary and unfortunate condition of the unbound pages in these terms:
II poema . . . ci e conservato da un codice in
foglio pervenuto nel secolo scorso [the eighteenth century] alla Laurenziana dalla biblioteca Palatina .. . . Piuttosto che un vero codice,
e una congerie di fogli slegati e rinchiusi in una
busta; non e quindi a meravigliare che ce ne
manchi ii principio, la 6.ne e alcune parti qua e
la. 22
"Pio Rajna, " La matena del Morgante in un ignolo poema cavalleresco del secolo XV," //

Propugnotore, U (1869), Parle I, 7-35, 220-52, 353-84 .
....Orlando''.· Die Vorloge zu Pulci's "Morgame'; Johannes HObsche r, ed., Ausgoben und
Abho11dlungen ausdem Cebiete der roma 11/sche11 Philologie, 60 (1886). All of my quotations
from the Orlando will be from this edition.
"Mark Davie, " Pulci's Margutte Episode Re-Examined," /tolia11 Studies, 33 (1978), 29.
" Rajna, p. 8.
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Since we shall limit our observations on Pulci's treatment of the Orlando
primarily to the first can tare of the Morgante and the corresponding first
two cantos of the anonymous poem, Rajna's description points to an immediate problem: the first page or two of the manuscript are missing. The first
stanza of the Orlando that we have corresponds to octaves 16 to 19 of the
opening cantare of Pu1ci's work. How closely Pulci's first fifteen stanzas
follow the anonimo's composition is not known. We can, however, make
certain suppositions based on parallel structures and contents of the subsequent cantos; this is a method, for instance, employed by De Robertis. In
both works religious invocations begin every canto. Often Pulci's prayers
are simply remakes, rifacimenti, of those in the Orlando. Let us compare
two such invocations, the 6.rst from the Orlando (VII. l) and the second
from the Morgante (IV. 1):
Gloria in excelsis Dio uerace,
Padre e figliuolo e spirito sancto,
In terra manda agli uomini la pace
E buona uolonta in ogni canto.
Laudamus te, Idio, Jo far ci piace.
Benedicimus te con umil pianto;
Glorificamus te, signor mio degnio,
oi t'adoriamo con tutto il nostro ingegnio.

Gloria in excelsis Deo e in terra pace
Padre e Figliuolo ed Ispirito santo;
benedicimus te, Signor verace,
laudamus te, Signor, con umil canto,
poi che per tua benignita ti piace
l'abate nostro qui consolar tanto,
e le rnie rime accompagnar per tutto,
tanto che il fior produce al6.n buon frutto.
We easily note that Pulci repeats all but one of the anonymous poet's Latin
liturgical phrases, omitting only Glori.ficamus te to avoid needless repetition of the Gloria concept already found in the first verse and to allow for
his self-referential identification as poet in the concluding couplet. Pu1ci
also uses the same rhyme words, with the exceptions of "tanto" for
"pianto" and for the change of rhyme in the rima baciata, which expresses
a different thought. He modernizes, of course, "sancto" into "santo" and
inverts the order of "verace" and "pace" to emphasize peace by having
it at the end of the 6.rst verse.
Since every extant canto of the Orlando begins with a traditional cantastorie invocation, almost certainly the first canto likewise opened with
such a plea for aid. Nevertheless the supplication undoubtedly differed
from the octave which begins the Morgante in tone, if not in content. For
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the anonymous poet never treats religious matters in so humorous a fashion as Pulci does, for instance, in the first quatrain of his poem. Although
Wilkins claims that in all the religious invocations "Pulci's humor is silent,"23 it is not difficult to find underlying humor in Pulci's opening
paraphrase of the initium sancti Evangelis secundum joannem when he
ironically inserts the formulaic "al parer mio" rather than assigning credit
to St. John (italics mine):
In principio era il Verbo appresso a Dio,
ed era Iddio il Verbo e 'l Verbo Lui:
questo era nel principio, al porer mio,
e nulla si puo far sanza Costui.
Pero, giusto Signor, benigno e pio,
mandarni solo un degli angel tui,
che m'accompagni e rechimi a memoria
una famosa, antica e degna istoria.
We should also note that Pulci, in the above stanza, transforms the standard epic invocation to the muse into a call for any one of God's angels
("un degli angel "), a change typical of the contari popolareschi. Similarly,
a classical allusion to Philomena in stanza three of the Morgante's first
canto is probably not in the missing page(s) of the Orlando. As Einstein
comments, "there are practically no traces in the Orlando" of PuJci's
"frequent mythological allusions." 24 The anonymous cantastorie probably
would not have had classical training; what classical allusions he knew he
gleaned from the romances and chansons with which he was personally
familiar.
The first stanza of the Orlando which we have corresponds, as noted
earlier, to stanzas 16 to 19 of the Morgante's first canto. The anonimo
commences to speak of the "grand'onta" which has covered the paladin
Orlando. Since we know from the preceding octaves of the Morgante that
the disgrace results from Carlo's believing the traitor Gano's poisonous
words about Orlando, much of the missing part of Pulci's source undoubtedly deals with the story of Gano and his jealousy of Orlando. But Pulci's
amplijicotio of the Orando's first stanza into four stanzas in his own poem
does not follow his characteristic procedure. Usually he models his stanzas
one-for-one on his Jonte, except where he adds episodes. The octaves of
the first two cantos of the Orlando form the basis for the initial canto of
the Morgante in the manner detailed on the chart found in the appendix.
As can be seen, in most cases octaves in the two opere match each other
in a one-to-one relationship. Only occasionally does Pulci enlarge a source
stanza into two or more stanzas, such as when Ori. I. l becomes Morg. I.
.,Ernest Hatch Wilkins, A History oflta/ia11 Literature, rev. ed. (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard
University Press, 1974), 159.
"Einstein, pp. 28--29.
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16---19; Ori. I. 2 becomes Morg. I. 19-20; Ori. I. 6 becomes Morg. I. 25-26;
Ori. I. 8 becomes Morg. I. 27-28; Ori. II. 11 becomes Morg. I. 49-53; and
Ori. II. 12 becomes Morg. I. 53-54. In these cases Pulci makes greater use
of longer and livelier dialogues than does the anonymous poet. The first
two stanzas of the second canto of the Orlando do not have a counterpart
in Pulci because they constitute an invocation and would break the story
line of Pulci's one continuous can tare. With other stanzas in the Orlando
Pulci condenses their essential message into a few lines in another stanza.
For example, stanzas 3 and 4 of the anonimo's first canto recount a dialogue between Orlando outside the walls of the monastery and the monks
on the inside; this essential information Pulci sums up in the second half
of stanza 21 of his first cantare.
But we must ask in what ways the author of the Morgante modifies his
octaves which do parallel on a one-to-one basis those of the Orlando. Does
he merely imitate in a rote fashion their rhyme and content? Or how is
his poem a significant improvement over his source material? These are
crucial questions which we must now consider.
First of all, Pulci does not hesitate, as we have seen, to employ the
rhymes invented by the earlier author. If a stanza in one work corresponds
in subject matter with one in the other work, they almost always share
some of the same rhyme endings, if not identical rhyme words. Here are
examples of rhyme words from two consecutive stanzas in each of the
works:
Ori. II. 22
saetta
ferito
ueretta
lito
frecta
inuelinito
uarcho
archo

Morg. I. 63
saetta
incartava
verretta
gambettava
vendetta
andava
varco
arco

Ori. II. 23
adosso
polcone
d'osso
rouerscione
percosso
uallone
gentile
barile

Morg. I. 64
adosso
punzone
l'osso
pone
percosso
vallone
collo
crollo

These examples reveal closely related rhyme schemes. In fact, identical
words are parrotted for half of the rhymes. Clearly Pulci was interested
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in taking great advantage of existing rhymes, but he had the flexibility to

drop archaic rhymes and the creativity to invent new ones readily.
A more significant modification of the Orlando in the Morgante is the
reduction of the number of epithets and formulas used as "fillers" in the
hendecasyllabic verses. lo the anonimo's poem we find obvious traces of
the oral cantastarie tradition in the riempitivi, the set phrases of five or
six syllables or the banal adjectives almost void of meaning used to complete the eleven-syllable lines. Examples of riempitivi from the first two
cantos include, but are not limited to, such phrases as "la vergine pia," "(el)
coote Orlando," "crudo e rio," "duro e fero," "(o) baron pio," "o buon
guerieri," "virtuosa e bella," "onesti e uirtudiosi," and "uolentieri." Pulci
for the most part avoids these empty formulas, and much-improved verse
results. Two examples to illustrate this change follow. Orlando II. 16
reads: "El conte Orlando ueggendo l'aspecto / Diceua: saocto abate, datti
pace. " Pulci drops "El conte" and the archaic-sounding "sancto" and
writes much more succinctly (Morg. I. 56): "Orlando, che turbato cosl ii
vede, I gli disse presto:-Abate, datti pace." lo Ori. II. 4 we read: "Ma
dimmi chi tu se', o buon guerieri, / E settu adori ii figliuolo di Maria." In
Pulci's version "o buoo guerieri" and " ii figliuolo di Maria" are omitted
(Morg. I. 42): "Di grazia, ii nome tuo vorrei sapere; / se se' cristiano, deh,
dillo in cortesia." In both the above cases the lines from the Morgante say
more in the same space and convey their meaning more smoothly than
do the parallel verses in the Orlando. This results in great part from the
omission of empty formulas or riempitivi.
However, reminiscences of the oral tradition by no means disappear
completely from Pulci's work. The widespread use of conjunctions, so
characteristic of the canterini, is found in both the Orlando and the
Morgante. In the fifth stanza of the first canto of the Orlando four lines
begin with the conjunction "E" or "Ed"; likewise in the corresponding
stanza in the Morgante there are still two verses beginning with "e." A
better example of this use of the connective in the Morgante is found in
the fifty-fourth octave of the first cantare (italics added):
accio ch'ognun sia piu sicuro e certo
come e' son morti, e non abbin paura
andar soletti per questo deserto;
e perche vegga la roia mente pura
a quel Signor che m 'ha ii suo regno aperto,
e tratto fuor di tenebre si oscura.E poi taglio le mani a' due fratelli,
e lasciagli alle fiere ed agli uccelli.
Stanzas 68 and 75 of Morgante l are also good examples of the cantastorie-inHuenced style of writing which employs much polysyndeton, or a
plethora of coordinating conjunctions.
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As aspect which oftentimes distinguishes the Morgante from the Orlando is the detail of plot with Pulci uses to enliven his narrative. Pulci's
opus is not entirely a reworking, octave by octave, of the earlier work; new
sections have been added. In the opening of cantari new stanzas relating
to Morgante indicate, for instance, the new focus that Pulci is taking in
moving the giant from the periphery of the action to stage center. Likewise the stanza quoted earlier which alludes to the Cantor d'Orlando
draws attention to the fact that the Margutte episode is not found in the
anonymous poem. In addition, the character development is also more
polished in Pulci than in the anonimo, as empty epithets no longer create
easy stereotypes. As a result of added details and fuller character development in the Morgante, it is more noteworthy and much more readable
than the Orlando.
Yet another important distinction is the presence of humor in Pulcisomething which is generally lacking in the earlier work. For instance, the
anonimo paints the initial encounter of Orlando and Morgante in rather
dull colors (Ori. I. 28):

Alla finestra ii gigante n'andaua
E uidde Orlando, quel baron perfecto,
E a Jui dice: che uai tu cercando?
ote the repetition of "E" and the formula "quel baron perfecto." But in
Pulci's description Orlando marches boldly up to the giant's door and
knocks loudly on it, and the poet invents a quick dialogue to follow this
action (stanza 40):
-Chi bussa qua?-pur sempre borbottando.
-Tu 'l saprai tosto-gli rispose Orlando.
In two lines of verse--one rhymed couplet-Pulci conveys a lasting image
to the reader of Orlando impatiently waiting at the timorous giant's door,
and the poet accomplishes this in half the lines it took the Orlando to do.
Such points as Pulci's quickness of dialogue and adept use of humor soon
override or make up for his close following of the Orlando's rhyme endings and rhyme words. Even if the anonymous work were complete, it still
would not have the fullness of character development that Pulci's poem
has. The Orlando's chief protagonist-"el buon conte"--dominates almost every octave and leaves very little room for the rounding out of other
dramatis personae. The anonymous poem nevertheless constitutes a fascinating document for the comparatist who approaches it in the desire to
appreciate most fully Pulci's modus operandi.
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